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Lubrication strategies developed long time ago employed amphiphilic molecular lubricant additives to confer to lubricating oils or greases specific properties such as friction reduction, antioxidation, and wear resistance. The understanding of their action and the development of various types of nanoparticles are at the origin of new lubrication strategies using composite or functionalized nanoparticles in dispersion in lubricating oils or greases to confer to the lubricants the needed functions. The present work is concerned with the presentation of these new approaches. Some examples will be developed to show the main aspects of the mechanisms of action of these new nano-additives.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tribology has been introduced in early humanity ages [1] as far as, during stone age, contact mechanics is involved in the cutting and polishing of flints and friction between two flints or two wood pieces is used for fire ignition. An Egyptian bas-relief, found in the Tehuti-Hetep’s grave (1880 BC), is probably one of the first documents reporting the use of lubricant (water or oil) to reduce friction between the sleigh, used for a 60 tons statue transportation, and the boards on which it slides.

The two basic laws of friction, expressing that friction resistance is proportional to normal load and independent on the contact area between solids, seem to be first mentioned by Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) and rediscovered by Guillaume Amontons in 1699 [2]. These observations were verified, in 1785, by Charles Augustin Coulomb [3]. He did the distinction between static friction (force needed to start sliding between two solids) and kinetic friction (force required to maintain sliding). The Coulomb expression for the friction coefficient \( \mu \), already used today, is the ratio between friction force \( FF \) and the normal load \( FN \) applied to the contacting solid bodies (figure 1).

FIG. 1: a) Schematic representation of an elastic sphere on plane contact showing the friction \( FF \) and normal \( FN \) forces applied to the contacting solid bodies which define the friction coefficient \( \mu \). b) Distributions of pressure \( P(r) \) and radial stress \( \sigma_r \) in the contact area as a function of the distance \( r \) to the contact centre deduced from Hertz Theory [4,5]. Hertz’s mathematical expressions for: the contact area radius \( a \), the pressure as a function of contact radius \( r \) and ball radius \( R \). A rapid calculation in the case of a contact between a sphere of 5 mm radius and a plane both made of AISI 52100 steel (\( E^* = 110GPa \)) under a normal load of 12 N lead to a maximal pressure of 1 GPa for a contact radius of 76 \( \mu m \).

He pointed out the important role of molecular layers (boundary layers) adsorbed on the solid surfaces. It was probably the first controlled introduction of nano-objects (amphiphilic molecules) in a sliding interface. Stimulated by the Hardy’s results lot of researches started on boundary film physics and chemistry resulting in the development of molecular theories of lubrication and leading to the design of lubricant additives allowing lubricating oils and greases to improve the yield and the durability of mechanical devices by reducing both friction and wear [8-19].

The present paper will be more specifically concerned with...
the boundary lubrication regime where high friction coefficients and severe wear are recorded. We will first make a brief overview on the action mechanisms of conventional friction reducers and anti-wear lubricant additives. From the main results we will introduce the nano-lubrication approaches mainly based on the use of dynamic or static nanoparticles. Examples of such additives will then be treated to illustrate these new strategies.

**Introduction to the experimental device for friction and wear studies in the boundary regime**

In order to measure friction and wear specific devices, called tribometers, are used.

The schematic representation of the alternative sphere on plane tribometer, used for the second part of the paper, is presented in figure 3. Depending on the tribometer, the contact geometry can be sphere / plane, cylinder /plane, cylinder /cylinder or plane/plane. In the case of the sphere plane/contact geometry adjustment of the contact is easy and high pressures are generated in the contact (1GPa) for relatively small normal applied load (12N).

**Measurement of the friction coefficient**

Depending of the system, the normal load can be applied by a mass deposited onto the arm of the tribometer are by an elastic device (spring...). The normal and friction forces are measured either by piezo electric transducers or strain gauges devices. Control of the tribometer, data acquisition and treatments are done using computer.

**Overview on action mechanisms of conventional additives in boundary lubrication regime**

**Friction reduction by “unctuous” additives**

First introduced by Hardy [7] the unctuous additives are amphiphilic molecules such as organic acids. The systematic study of friction reduction action of monolayers for various molecules was done by W.A. ZISMAN [8]. He points out the relationship between the boundary friction coefficient and the monolayer thickness adsorbed on the sliding surfaces. He especially demonstrated, in the case of linear fatty acids, that the friction coefficient decreases as a function of the monolayer thickness (molecular length) tending to an asymptotic value of 0.1 for acids larger than dodecanoic acid. These results led to a monomolecular layer lubrication model. Recent studies on molecular friction allowed the authors [20-21] to establish a quantitative relation between the friction coefficient and the molecular film thickness which can be expressed in the following form:

\[ \mu = \mu_0 + \kappa/h^n \]  

(1)

\(\mu\) is the measured friction coefficient, \(\mu_0\) and \(\kappa\) are friction coefficient and parameter intrinsic to the molecules constituting the monolayer, \(h\) is the thickness of the layer in the contact conditions and \(n\) an exponent experimentally found between 3 and 5.

Theoretical approaches implying either atomic scale stick-slip motions [22-23] or electro-dynamic interactions between sliding surfaces generated during sliding [24] were developed. The last one leading to an exponent value \(n=4\) in the expression (1).

However it is important to note that after few cycles of friction such mono-layers are destroyed either by bonds breakings or chemical reactions with the contacting surfaces leading to the built up of new interface materials (with physical properties and thickness different from the initial monolayer [26]) and finally its progressive elimination from the sliding contact. If the molecular layer is formed from a dispersion of
molecules into an hydrocarbon base oil embedding the sliding contact, the friction can remain stable at a relatively low value as far as continuous adsorption of amphiphilic molecules on the sliding surfaces occurs [27].

**Antiwear additive action mechanisms**

In the boundary lubrication regime, the action of conventional anti-wear additives occurs via the built up of a tribologic film. This one results from the chemical reaction between the additive molecules and the sliding surfaces in contact [10 - 12]. The case of Zinc Dialkyl DithioPhosphate (ZDDP) additive has been extensively studied by Analytical Transmission Electron Microscopy (ATEM). The morphology, nature, structure and tribologic properties of the tribochemical film were obtained [9 - 14]. The main results are presented in figures 4 and 5.

**FIG. 4:** Results of plane (AISI 52100 steel) on plane (cast iron) friction test at 80°C in the presence of 1% ZDTP in dodecane solution. (a) Evolution of Electrical Contact Resistance (ECR) and wear rate as a function of number of cycles. As it can be seen, the establishment of the anti wear film needs an induction period where the wear rate is as high as with pure oil base (dodecane curve). The built up of the insulating tribologic film is pointed out by the increase of the ECR which is correlated to the decrease of the wear rate. (b) Visible light micrograph of the worn surface recorded at the end of the test. It reveals the presence of the blue insulating anti wear film. (c), (d) TEM micrographs recorded on platinum shadowed carbon replica showing the morphology of the surface film. The platelets (∼50nm thick) correspond to the blue areas seen in the optical micrograph. The presence of the anti wear film onto the sliding surfaces avoids direct metal / metal contacts.

Complementary structural and analytical studies of the tribologic films using Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES), X ray Photo-electron Spectroscopy (XPS) and X ray Absorption Near Edges Structures (XANES) [15, 16] reveal that the chemical reaction involved for the built up of the film in the physical contact conditions (pressure raising 1 GPa and shear stress of $10^5$ s$^{-1}$) are readily different from thermal degradation. These results were recently interpreted with new theoretical approaches (Hard and Soft Acid-Base theory) [17,19].

The collected results lead to an accurate description of the anti-wear film schematized in figure 6. This one is mainly composed of amorphous Fe/Zn poly(thio)phosphate embedding some nano-crystallites of ZnO, ZnS.

**FIG. 5:** (a) TEM image recorded onto an anti-wear film particle and corresponding electron diffraction pattern. (b) X ray spectrum (EDXS). The anti-wear film is composed of iron (from contacting surfaces) and elements present in the ZDDP additive (O, P, S, Zn) [11, 12]. (c) and (d) Fe and Zn Radial Distribution Functions (RDF uncorrected from phase shifts) extracted from EXAFS experiments on ZDDP anti-wear film particles [13, 14]. The electron diffraction pattern and the presence of one major peak in each RDF, corresponding to oxygen first neighbour shells, point out the amorphous structure of the anti-wear film.

**FIG. 6:** Schematic structure of the ZDDP tribo-film according to the multi techniques approaches [16]

Although ZDDP revealed itself as a highly efficient anti-wear additive during the last decades, its action mechanism presents however two disadvantages:

1. As shown on the wear rate and electrical contact resis-
tance versus number of cycles diagram (figure 4) the anti-wear action of ZDDP requires an induction period for the built up of the tribo-chemical film. During this period the wear rate is as high as additive free oil.

2. The development and use of new materials for various mechanical applications presenting weak chemical reactivity with conventional (ZDDP) additives do not allow the built up of the anti-wear film.

An alternative way based on the use of nano-sized particles of tribologic film precursors is now proposed to build up the protective tribologic film without chemical reaction of the additive with the contacting surfaces.

**The Nanolubricant approach**

The nanolubricant approach is used to overcome the disadvantages of conventional anti-wear and friction reduction additives related to their need of chemical reactions with substrates and the resulting induction period to produce the tribofilm on sliding surfaces.

The strategy is based on the direct feeding of the sliding interface with nano-particles of tribo-active phases (graphite, MoS₂, fluorinated carbon species [28-30]) or precursors of tribo-active phases (precursor of lamellar phases such as, carbon nano-onions or nanotubes, metal dichalcogenide fullerenes, . . . [31-35]) dispersed in lubricant base oils or greases to produce the tribo-film without reaction with the substrate surfaces. The main advantages of nano-particles are their sizes, in the nano-meter range, which is well adapted for a perfect feeding of the sliding interface and the possibilities of composite particle syntheses which can combine multiple properties such as friction reduction, anti-wear anticorrosion . . .

An other route, using nano-particles of two different reagents needing contact physical conditions to react has been successfully tested but with material presenting weak interest for tribologic applications [36].

In the following part of the paper two types of nano-particles will be used to illustrate the nanolubricant approach: dynamic metal soap micelles, synthesized encapsulated particles (stable reverse micelles). The structure of the initial nano-materials and final triobo-film will be investigated and correlated to the tribologic behaviour. Mechanisms of action will be proposed.

**Organometallic Reverse micelles and mineral encapsulated nano particles**

**Dynamic soap micelles**

Soap molecules, resulting from reaction between organic acids and mineral bases (metal hydroxides, metal carbonates . . . ) are amphiphilic molecules (figure 7). When such molecules are introduced in non-polar media (mineral oils or non-polar solvents), they aggregate into reverse micelles in equilibrium with single molecules present in the solvent at the Critical Micellar Concentration (CMC) [37-39]. In the case of spherical reverse micelles the classical core / shell structure will be obtained (mineral hydrophilic groups in the micelle’s cores and non-polar chains in the shell). The molecular interactions responsible of aggregation are of physical nature (van der Waals, Coulombian, hydrogen bonding . . . ). The reversible character of these bonding types confers to such aggregates their dynamic behaviour.

Depending on the solvent, the molecular concentration, the temperature and the pressure, the micelles can adopt various shapes and sizes with various numbers of aggregated molecules. For example, in the same solvent, at constant pressure and temperature, from lowest (just above the CMC) to highest concentrations micelles will evolved from spherical shape to cylinders, wormlike micelles (long flexible cylinders) and lamellar assemblies (figure 7) [37, 39].

Characterization of the CMC, the size, the shape, the number of molecules by aggregates in such micellar dispersions can be achieved using Quasi Elastic Light Scattering (QELS) [40, 41]. In some cases, Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) coupled to the freeze fracturing and etching technique (FFET) [39-42] can advantageously be used to visualize micelles shape, size and dispersion in the continuous phase (figure 8) [21].

**FIG. 7:** (a) Typical amphiphilic molecule (organic acid molecule) and classical simplified representation. (b) Various types of molecular aggregations. (c) Schematic representation of the dynamic character of the micellar aggregates in equilibrium with single molecules dispersed at the CMC in the solvent.

Depending on the metal atom valence and on the synthesis process, various types of soap molecules can be obtained.

In the case of stoechiometric also called neutral soap, soap molecules syntheses will correspond to the following reactions [43, 44]:

Monovalent ions: $\text{RCOOH} + \text{MeOH} \rightarrow \text{RCOOMe} + \text{H}_2\text{O}$

Divalent ions: $2\text{RCOOH} + \text{Me(OH)}_2 \rightarrow (\text{RCOO})_2\text{Me} + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}$

In the formula, Me represents the metal atom.

The organic acids RCOOH, where R is a hydrocarbon chain, can be replaced by alkyl sulphuric acids (ROSO₂H), alkyl aryl sulfonic acids (RSO₃H), alkyl phenols (ROH) (see figure 9). In the case of divalent ions, non-stoechiometric also called
The organic acids $R\text{COOH}$, where $R$ is an hydrocarbon chain, can be replaced by alkyl aryl phenols, the alkyl groups (propylene tetramer) are often ramified and their location on the aromatic ring depends on the synthesis process. In the case of Pb and Sr soaps, for $x=1$ mass spectroscopic studies allow us to determine the following molecular formula [47]:

$$2\text{RCOOH}+(1+x)\text{Me(OH)} + x\text{CO}_2 \rightarrow (\text{RCOO})_2\text{Me}, x\text{MeCO} + (2+x)\text{H}_2\text{O}$$

In the case of strontium octanoate micelles Electron Energy Loss Spectra (EELS) in the ranges 0 - 60 eV and 250 - 340 eV (figures 10 C and D) reveal the presence of the compound (strontium $N_{2,3}$ and $M_{2,3}$ edges) on the carbon support. The associated Energy Filtered Images (EFI figures 10 A and B) at zero loss peak and at 32 eV (Sr $N_{2,3}$) show the homogeneous spreading of strontium over the support. These results strongly suggest that strontium octanoate molecules aggregate into dynamical micelles which lead to an homogeneous molecular film when they interact with solid surfaces.

As alternative ways to conventional studies, behaviours of dynamic or static aggregates at solid surfaces are investigated by means of ATEM [40, 50 - 53] and AFM experiments carried out on deposits of aggregates from highly diluted dispersions ($10^{-3}$ weight by weight) in volatile solvent (pentane). For ATEM analyses one drop of the dispersion is deposited onto a thin amorphous carbon support (15 nm thickness). For AFM studies, the dispersion is deposited onto a freshly cleaved mica surface. Experiments are carried out after total removing of the light solvent.

Figure 10 presents the ATEM results collected onto the two types of samples.

In the case of strontium octanoate micelles the presence of individual particles (mineral core 3 to 4 nm diameter) associated to static aggregates.

As alternative ways to conventional studies, behaviours of dynamic or static aggregates at solid surfaces are investigated by means of ATEM [40, 50 - 53] and AFM experiments carried out on deposits of aggregates from highly diluted dispersions ($10^{-3}$ weight by weight) in volatile solvent (pentane). For ATEM analyses one drop of the dispersion is deposited onto a thin amorphous carbon support (15 nm thickness). For AFM studies, the dispersion is deposited onto a freshly cleaved mica surface. Experiments are carried out after total removing of the light solvent.

Figure 10 presents the ATEM results collected onto the two types of samples.

In the case of strontium octanoate micelles Electron Energy Loss Spectra (EELS) in the ranges 0 - 60 eV and 250 - 340 eV (figures 10 C and D) reveal the presence of the compound (strontium $N_{2,3}$ and $M_{2,3}$ edges) on the carbon support. The associated Energy Filtered Images (EFI figures 10 A and B) at zero loss peak and at 32 eV (Sr $N_{2,3}$) show the homogeneous spreading of strontium over the support. These results strongly suggest that strontium octanoate molecules aggregate into dynamical micelles which lead to an homogeneous molecular film when they interact with solid surfaces.

As alternative ways to conventional studies, behaviours of dynamic or static aggregates at solid surfaces are investigated by means of ATEM [40, 50 - 53] and AFM experiments carried out on deposits of aggregates from highly diluted dispersions ($10^{-3}$ weight by weight) in volatile solvent (pentane). For ATEM analyses one drop of the dispersion is deposited onto a thin amorphous carbon support (15 nm thickness). For AFM studies, the dispersion is deposited onto a freshly cleaved mica surface. Experiments are carried out after total removing of the light solvent.

Figure 10 presents the ATEM results collected onto the two types of samples.

In the case of strontium octanoate micelles Electron Energy Loss Spectra (EELS) in the ranges 0 - 60 eV and 250 - 340 eV (figures 10 C and D) reveal the presence of the compound (strontium $N_{2,3}$ and $M_{2,3}$ edges) on the carbon support. The associated Energy Filtered Images (EFI figures 10 A and B) at zero loss peak and at 32 eV (Sr $N_{2,3}$) show the homogeneous spreading of strontium over the support. These results strongly suggest that strontium octanoate molecules aggregate into dynamical micelles which lead to an homogeneous molecular film when they interact with solid surfaces.

As alternative ways to conventional studies, behaviours of dynamic or static aggregates at solid surfaces are investigated by means of ATEM [40, 50 - 53] and AFM experiments carried out on deposits of aggregates from highly diluted dispersions ($10^{-3}$ weight by weight) in volatile solvent (pentane). For ATEM analyses one drop of the dispersion is deposited onto a thin amorphous carbon support (15 nm thickness). For AFM studies, the dispersion is deposited onto a freshly cleaved mica surface. Experiments are carried out after total removing of the light solvent.

Figure 10 presents the ATEM results collected onto the two types of samples.

In the case of strontium octanoate micelles Electron Energy Loss Spectra (EELS) in the ranges 0 - 60 eV and 250 - 340 eV (figures 10 C and D) reveal the presence of the compound (strontium $N_{2,3}$ and $M_{2,3}$ edges) on the carbon support. The associated Energy Filtered Images (EFI figures 10 A and B) at zero loss peak and at 32 eV (Sr $N_{2,3}$) show the homogeneous spreading of strontium over the support. These results strongly suggest that strontium octanoate molecules aggregate into dynamical micelles which lead to an homogeneous molecular film when they interact with solid surfaces.
FIG. 11: AFM topographic images recorded after 1, 7, 15 and 20 scans on a strontium octanoate film deposited from highly diluted solution in pentane, onto a freshly cleaved mica surface. The height profiles, corresponding to the white lines in the images, allow us to deduce the size of the visualized structures. The stable platelet surrounded by the red circle in each image is the reference object which allows us to follow the drift of the sample during the experiment and locate the height profile in the same area. The evolutions of the images and height profiles during the successive scans show that the molecules are displaced by the silicon tip and form small aggregates (1-1.2 nm size) which evolve through cylindrical, wormlike and finally lamellar assemblies (2.5 nm thickness).

The stable platelet surrounded by the red circle in each image is the reference object which allows us to follow the drift of the sample during the experiment and locate the height profile in the same area. The evolutions of the images and height profiles during the successive scans show that the molecules are displaced by the silicon tip and form small aggregates (1-1.2 nm size) which evolve through cylindrical, wormlike and finally lamellar assemblies (2.5 nm thickness).

In conclusion, the AFM results collected on a deposit of OCABS onto a freshly cleaved mica surface are presented in figure 13. OCABS aggregates appear as stable spherical particles whose sizes, deduced from the height profile, lie in the range 4 to 6 nm. The static character of these aggregates is supported by the transmission micrographs presented in figure 14 on platinum shadowed replicas prepared by freeze fracturing technique on 5% OCABS in dodecane dispersion [figure 14 (a) and (b)] and on partially platinum shadowed OCABS deposits on carbon supports [figure 14 (c)]. In all cases OCABS aggregates appears as spherical particles whose cores contain calcium (EDX spectra). The structure of the mineral core has been investigated by means of Extended X rays Absorption Fine Structures [54, 55]. The results (Radial Distribution Functions) obtained on two OCABS dispersions in dodecane at Calcium K edge, using polycrystalline calcite as the standard, are presented in figure 14 (d). The presence of only one peak in the radial distribution function of the OCABS aggregates demonstrates the amorphous structure of the mineral core. The complementary ToF SIMS analyses [56] established clearly the presence of under-stoechiometric calcium carbonate amorphous phase stabilized by residual calcium hydroxide.
FIG. 14: TEM Micrographs recorded on platinum shadowed replica.

(a) Sample prepared on 5% dispersion of overbased calcium didodecylbenzene sulfonate in dodecane. Spherical nanoparticles of 10 nm diameters are easily visible.

(b) Extractive replica prepared on the same dispersion. (c) X ray analysis of the selected area (black circle) reveals the composition of the particles (Ca,S,O) corresponding to the sulfonate. Presence of Pt is due to the shadowing layer and copper to the copper support grid.

(e) Partially platinum shadowed sample prepared on deposits of OCABS dispersion onto thin amorphous carbon support. In the white circle shadowing and X ray analysis (D) allow us to confirm that dark grey areas are mineral core of OCABS.

(d) Radial distribution functions (from EXAFS studies) uncorrected from phase shifts obtained on calcite, and two OCABS dispersions in oil. The presence of a single peak corresponding to the first Ca-O distance points out the amorphous structure of the mineral part of the OCABS particles.

All these results are in perfect agreement with studies carried out by QELS [40], Small Angle Neutron Scattering SANS [57, 58], Small Angle X ray Scattering SAXS [59], Infra red spectroscopy (IR) [60] and Chromatography/Mass Spectroscopy-NMR (CP/MAS-NMR) [61].

Tribologic properties of the two types of colloidal systems

In order to describe the tribologic advantages of the nanolubricant approach we will focus our attention to the dynamical reverse micelles (Sr octanoate) and amorphous carbonate encapsulated nano particles (OCABS) described in the previous sections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System type</th>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Aggregate shape and size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reverse micelles (dynamic aggregates)</td>
<td>Strontium octanoate</td>
<td>(C7H15COO)2Sr</td>
<td>Sphere Diam = 2.7 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encapsulated mineral particles (static aggregates)</td>
<td>Overbased calcium alkyl aryl sulfonates</td>
<td>(C24H49C6H4SO3)2Ca,(CaCO3)x</td>
<td>Sphere Diam= 5 - 6 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: characteristics of the nano lubricant additives chosen as examples.

In order to simplify the tribologic results interpretation [62, 63], the colloidal additives are introduced alone in a model mineral base oil of low viscosity, normal dodecane, and the tribologic properties are evaluated using the alternative sphere on plane tribometer presented in figure 3. The main parameters of the experiments are summarized in table 2.
Friction reduction and antiwear properties of Sr octanoate reverse micelles

The tribologic results recorded on Sr octanoate and OCABS dispersions in dodecane are compared to those of pure dodecane and classical ZDDP additive solution in dodecane (figure 15).

In the case of pure dodecane, the ECR remains low (few ohms) and the friction coefficient high (0.7). The corresponding wear scar evolution shows an heavy wear characterized after 500 cycles by a wear scar depth of 0.5 μm (figure 16). In the presence of 1% ZDDP in dodecane the wear rate is high at the beginning of the experiment and reduces to a very low value after 250 cycles correlatively to the ECR stabilization (10^3 ohms) corresponding to the end of the well-known induction period necessary for the anti-wear film built up. After 500 cycles the anti-wear film is easily seen by optical microscopy and the wear scar depth is of 0.2 μm.

In the presence of the Sr and OCABS additives, the measured Electrical Contact Resistances are high (10^3 ohms) and friction coefficients are low (μ = 0.13 for Sr additive, μ = 0.1 for OCABS) as soon as the tribologic experiments start. These results emphasize the rapid built up of the triboreactive phase on the surfaces at the beginning of the friction experiment. This fast built up results from physicochemical transformations, in the contact conditions, of the nano particles of additive adsorbed on the friction surfaces. The evolution of the wear rate in these two cases (figure 15) does not reveal any significant wear during the tests. The tribofilms are built on the surfaces (average thickness around 0.15 - 0.2 μm) and the initial surfaces polishing scratches are visible under the anti-wear film (figure 16 GH). These results clearly demonstrate the exceptional protective efficiency of such additives compared to conventional ones.

Nature and structure of anti-wear films obtained with strontium and calcium compounds

In order to complete the understanding of the action mechanisms of colloidal additives the nature and structure of anti-wear films obtained in the presence of two representative systems (Sr octanoate dynamic micelles and OCABS particles) are investigated by means of Analytical Transmission Microscopy the main results being presented in figure 17 and 18.

The two anti-wear films present polycrystalline structures as clearly pointed out by the electron diffraction patterns which present well defined Debye - Sherrer rings. Indexations of these last ones reveal that micro-crystals are mainly
carbonate phases, respectively strontianite (Sr octanoate additive) and calcite (OCABS).

In the case of the OCABS film, electron micro-diffraction patterns carried out between well-identified nano-crystallites demonstrate the existence of an amorphous phase responsible of the cohesion of the film. This phase, not identified by ATEM probably corresponds to an amorphous phase responsible of the cohesion of the film. The EDX spectrum does not evidence the presence of iron underlining the high anti-wear properties and the absence of chemical reaction with the substrate for the built up of the tribofilm (Figure 17).

The EEL spectra collected at carbon K ionization edge mainly reveals the fine structures characteristic of carbonate groups. This indicate that hydrocarbon chains are not significantly present in the film.

Associated antifriction and anti-wear actions in tribo logic behaviour of colloidal additives

The examples chosen to illustrate the tribologic behaviour allow us to draw the various actions of such colloidal additives.  The friction reduction is mainly attributed to the adsorption film of additive (organic molecule, soap molecules or encapsulated particles). The length of the organic shell (organic chains) is a first order parameter according to Zisman experiments (as large is the chain as low is the friction coefficient).

The exceptional wear reduction in the wear test is associated to the quasi-instantaneous built up of a stable tribofilm from the adsorbed additive layer. The polycrystalline carbonate nature of the film results from the elimination of part of the organic radicals (oxidization) and the crystallization of ill organized cores of the micelles or encapsulated particles under the physical conditions of the sliding contact (P≈1Gpa, shear stress ≈10³s⁻¹, oxidative species, flash temperatures . . .).

It is important to note that the carbonate phases produced in the sliding contact does not present excellent friction reduction properties if used as solid lubricants. Recent experiments [65] demonstrated that a friction coefficient of 0.6 is obtained with surface films of pure polycrystalline calcite. This coefficient reduces to 0.06 when pure dodecane is added or to 0.1 in the presence of Octanoic acid molecules. These results emphasize the role of the amphiphilic molecules in the inter crystallite interactions responsible of the mechanical behaviour of the nano-granular tribo-films.

As a conclusion the action of the colloidal additives studied can be described as follows:
Step 1: adsorption of the additive on the substrate surfaces

Step 2: loss of hydrocarbon chains and crystallization of the mineral part of the colloids under the physico-chemical conditions of the sliding contact (P=1GPa, shear stress=10^5 s^-1, flash temperature, oxidizing species...).

These transformations do not imply any chemical reaction with surfaces components

Step 3: the tribofilm is worn instead of metal substrates (substitution wear) and regenerated from additive molecules or aggregates adsorbed on its surface.

The role of amphiphilic molecules of the organic surrounding shell is to reduce friction either by adsorption on the surface film or by modifying (lowering) the inter-grains interactions.

The anti-wear action works via substitution wear of the tribochemical film. This one is continuously regenerated from the additive adsorbed layer. The consumption of additive (apart from the initial adsorption on the whole surfaces) is selectively located in the sliding contact due to the fact that the anti-wear film built up needs the physicochemical conditions of the sliding contact to operate.

II. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Colloidal physics and chemistry offer interesting ways of research in the reduction of friction and wear applied to various metallurgical contexts. The development of additives that do not involve reaction with contacting substrates and the possibilities to associate in the same colloidal particle corrosion inhibition, friction reduction and anti wear actions are of great interest.

The chemical methods developed in order to produce nanosized dynamic or static particles will allow the tribologist to design stable dispersion in oil of selected compounds precursors of efficient tribochemical film.
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